We study the angular distribution of the radiation from a relativistic charged particle uniformly rotating along an equatorial orbit around a dielectric ball. Earlier it was shown that for some values of the problem parameters and in the case of weak absorption in the ball material, the radiation intensity on a given harmonic can be essentially larger than that for the same charge rotating in the vacuum or in a homogeneous transparent medium having the same real part of dielectric permittivity as the ball material. The generation of such high power radiation is a consequence of the constructive superposition of electromagnetic oscillations of Cherenkov radiation induced near the trajectory of the particle and partially locked inside the ball. The angular distribution of the number of the emitted quanta is investigated for such high power radiation. It is shown that the radiation is mainly located in the angular range near the rotation plane determined by the Cherenkov condition for the velocity of the charge image on the ball surface. The numerical analysis is given for balls made of strontium titanate, melted quartz and teflon in the gigahertz and terahertz frequency ranges.
Introduction
Due to unique properties such as the high intensity, high degree of collimation, and wide spectral range, synchrotron radiation (SR) (see, e.g., [1, 2] ) serves as an extraordinary research tool for advanced studies in both the fundamental and applied sciences. The wide applications of SR motivate the investigations of various mechanisms for the control of the spectral and angular characteristics. In particular, by taking into account that the characteristics of highenergy electromagnetic processes can be essentially changed in the presence of matter, it is of interest to study the influence of media on the properties of SR. Already in the case of a homogeneous medium the interplay of SR and Cherenkov radiation leads to remarkable effects [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Additional possibilities for the control of SR parameters appear in inhomogeneous media. In particular, the interfaces separating two media with different electromagnetic properties can be used to control the radiation flow. As examples of this kind of exactly solvable problems, in a series of papers initiated in [10] [11] [12] we have considered SR in spherically and cylindrically symmetric layered media. It has been shown that the presence of boundaries leads to additional interesting features absent in the case of a homogeneous media. In particular, the investigations of SR from a charge rotating along an equatorial orbit around/inside a dielectric ball [13, 14] showed that, when the Cherenkov condition for the ball material and particle speed is satisfied, the particle may generate and emit to outer space radiation field quanta (so called "resonant" radiation), the number of which exceeds the corresponding value for the case of a homogeneous and transparent medium in several dozens of times (see also [15] and references therein). Similar features take place for the angular distribution of SR in the case of cylindrical symmetry (see [16] [17] [18] and references therein).
In this paper we investigate the angular distribution of the "resonant" radiation from a charged particle rotating around a dielectric ball in the gigahertz and terahertz frequency ranges.
The numerical examples are given for balls made of strontium titanate, melted quartz or teflon.
Problem setup and the number of radiated quanta
We consider the uniform rotation of a relativistic electron with velocity v along circular orbit of radius e r in the equatorial plane of a dielectric ball in the vacuum. The dielectric permittivity is written as a step function
r is the radius of ball, and
is the complex valued permittivity for the ball material. Here a spherical coordinate system
is chosen with the origin at the centre of the ball. The polar axis is perpendicular to the equatorial plane of the electron rotation. The magnetic permeability of the medium is taken to be 1. We assume that the back reaction of the radiation on electron is small and can be neglected or it is compensated by an external field.
The electron radiates on discrete angular frequencies 
where  is the corresponding polar angle. In a homogeneous transparent medium with dielectric permittivity  (the medium fills whole space) the expressions for the total number of quanta radiated on a given harmonic and for its angular distribution read (see, for example,
is the Bessel function. The special case 1   of these formulae corresponds to SR in vacuum (see, e.g., [1] ). For an electron rotating around a dielectric ball, in [11, 13] describe the contributions of the electric and magnetic multipoles respectively (for details see [13] ). The corresponding angular distribution is determined by the formula 
Numerical analysis
Numerical calculations using formulae (2.5), (2.6) were carried out for three types of dielectric balls made of strontium titanate, melted quartz and teflon with small energy losses for electromagnetic waves in the gigahertz and terahertz frequency ranges. For strontium titanate figure 1(a) ). For the higher peak in figure 1(a) ) is due to the fact that electromagnetic oscillations of Cherenkov radiation induced along the trajectory of particle are partially locked inside the ball and superimposed in nondestructive way. Such a constructive superposition of electromagnetic oscillations (resonance) is accompanied by a powerful radiation at large distances from the system. Similar results (see, e.g., figures 2(a), 3(a)) are obtained for a number of other sets for the values of the parameters.
In figure 1 (b) (see also figures 2(b),3(b)) we display the angular distribution of the radiation generated per period of the rotation of a charged particle around a dielectric ball. The calculations were carried out by formula (2. Note that * v is the velocity of the charge image on the ball surface.
From the data presented in figures 1(b),2(b),3(b) it follows that (i) the radiation is mainly located in the angular range The data presented in figures 1-3 indicate that, by using the resonant influence of a dielectric ball, it is possible to develop relatively high power sources of the electromagnetic radiation in the gigahertz and terahertz frequency ranges.
Conclusions
We have investigated the angular distribution of the radiation of a relativistic electron circulating around a dielectric ball. Earlier it was shown that for some values of the problem parameters on some harmonics, the electron can generate several times more electromagnetic field quanta than in the case of an electron rotating in a continuous, infinite and transparent medium having the same real part of the permittivity as the substance of the ball. The angular distribution of such powerful ("resonant") radiation, averaged over the rotation period, is determined by formula (2.6). That radiation is mainly located in the angular range (3.2) determined by the Cherenkov angle (3.1). This shows the relation of the high power radiation outside the ball with the Cherenkov radiation generated inside the ball. The specific form of the angular distribution in the range (3.2) depends on the radiation harmonic and on the values of the parameters 
